
The World of "Sukimono"

Cha-Ire ( Tea Jar )

Chawan ( Tea Bowl ) Chashaku ( Tea Scoop )

Hana-Ire ( Flower Vase ) Chagama ( Tea Kettle )

Middle period of Edo era (around 1700 A.D.), Chanoyu (way of tea) became so popular in rich citizens and they were collecting cupperware. And then, the great collecter 
of cupperware was called Sukimono (dilettante).
All cupperware in this game are really existed now but some would not be sold or auctioned at the Market because of their rarity. At this section, we will explain such rare 
items and their background. By the way, one Ryo in this period is almost a thousand dollars.

Palm sized containing jar for Matcha (powdered 
green tea) .  Cha-Ire  i s  the most  col lect ib le  
cupperware and some are renowned as Meibutsu 
(the Incredible).

A kind of spoon for scooping 
Matcha  f rom Cha- I re  to  
Chawan. The length is about 
20 cm.

Vase for flowers to color at Chashitsu (Tea Room). Kettle for boiling water to tea ceremony.

Tsukumo Nasu ( 99 Haired Eggplant )
The end of  15th century, Shuko Murata the 
founder of  Wabi-cha (Forlorn Tea style) 
bought by 99 Kan (about 50 thousands dollar) 
and named it. After death of  him, a wealthy 
merchant got it. Daimyo Hisahide Matsunaga 
bought it from him by 1000 Kan (about 700 
thousands dollar) and it was renowned as the 
best Meibutsu. Every tea lover want to get it 
but at last, Nobunaga Oda ordered to give it 
to him and Hisahide obeyed. But after that, 
this Cha-Ire changed the owners several times 
and was called also "wandering cupperware".

Seiji Bakouhan ( Celadon Stapled )

Celadon Chawan. After cracked, Shogun Yoshimasa Ashikaga 
sent it to China and wanted to found another one. But there 
are no equal one and it was stapled with iron and backed. 
These 6 staplers (=han) were looked like locusts on the back 
of  horses (=Bakou).

Kuroraku Ohguro ( Black-raku Great-Black )

Black Raku Chawan made by Chojiro the founder of  Kyoto style 
Raku ware. One of  the 7 Rikyu Chawan. It was large black 
Chawan and named from the appearance.

Youhen Temmoku ( Starred-altered Temmoku )

Iron glaze and its technique were came from a Chinese region 
included Temmoku (Heaven's Eye) mountain.  These Temmoku 
style Chawan are superior in heat retention and a bit squeezed 
near the mouth. Among them, there are very rare pieces named 
Youhen (means altered in kiln) and their inside will shine with 
rainbow color in the light. Youhen Temmoku were Made in 
China before 1200 A.D. and there are only 3 or 4 in the world 
now.

Akaraku Hayafune ( Red-raku Rapid-ship )

Red Raku Chawan made by Chojiro. One of  the 7 Rikyu Chawan. 
Sen no Rikyu the tea master had it bring by rapid ship (Hayafune) 
for his tea ceremony.

Take Namida ( Bamboo Teardrop )

Sen no Rikyu carved it at his suicide ordered by Hideyoshi Toyotomi. 
It was provided to Oribe Furuta. Oribe made  a special case for it and 
treat the scoop as mortuary tablet of  his master.

Susudake ( Sooted Bamboo )

Made by sooted bamboo smoked at the ceiling above the fireplace for a long 
period.

Seiji Ohuchizutsu 
( Celadon Ohuchi Cylinder )

The owner is Ohuchi clan at Suo Province. 
The shape tapered from mouth to base is 
very unique style. 

Fukube Gankai ( Gourd Yan Hui ) 

Made by Sen no Rikyu from gouged 
gourd. The height is about 20 cm. 
Gankai is Japanese name for Yan Hui (a 
disciple of  Confucius) who loved simple 
life and use gourd as water bottle.

Karakane Hosokubi
( Chinese-copper Smart-neck )

Made in China from copper.

Ichijugiri Take 
( A-cut-window Bamboo Cylinder )

vase made from bamboo.　In front of  it there is 
a window for flowers.

Karakane Nakakabura 
( Chinese-copper Mid-turnip )

Made in China from copper. Middle of  it is widen 
like turnip.

Tsuribune ( Fishing Boat ) 

It was originally a dish for food in South East 
Asia. The name Tsuribune (Fishing Boat) was 
came from the shape.

Kotemmyo Hiragum ( Old-Temmyo Flat-spider )

Chagama of  flat style like crouching spider. 
Temmyo is the place of  origin. As described 
before, Hisahide Matsunaga gave Tsukumo Nasu 
Cha-Ire to Nobunaga Oda at his vassalage. But 
about this Kotemmyo Hiragumo Chagama, 
Hisahide always decline often requests from 
Nobunaga. At last, Nobunaga attacked Hisahide. 
They said Hisahide exploded this Chagama by 
bomb. But after that, someone excavated it 
completed from the battlefield.

Ougon ( Golden )

Chagama made from Gold.

Hakkaku ( Octagonal )

Chagama of  Octagonal style. They said Nobunaga Oda 

gave it to his vassal Mitsuhide Akechi. Other warlords 

usually gave estate to his vassal as reward. But instead 

of  it, Nobunaga gave cupperware and increased its 

value.

Fuji Gata ( Fuji Shaped )

Chagama of  Mount Fuji style.

Uba Kuchi ( Crone Mouth )

Chagama of  pursed mouth style like old woman.

Natsume ( Jujube )

Chagama of  Jujube Fruit style.

Take Chahyo ( Bamboo Tea-gourd )

Made by Shuko Murata. As a bamboo scoop, it was very initial type. It 
was named from oval shape.

Nanryo ( Quality Silver )

Made by high quality silver.

Bekko ( Tortoiseshell )

A kind of  old type scoop 
made by Tortoiseshell and 
used  or ig ina l l y  to  scoop 
medicine.
Kaede ( Maple )

Made by Maple wood.

Zouge ( Ivory )

A kind of  old type scoop 
made by Ivory and used 
o r i g i n a l l y  t o  s c o o p  
medicine.

KuroOribe Kutsu ( Black Oribe Shoe )

Daimyo Oribe Furuta is one of  the genius apprentices of  Sen no 
Rikyu. This Chawan was made and directed by Oribe. The shape is 
very unique and Oribe loves that style.

Haku Temmoku ( White Temmoku )

White body of  Iron glaze and gold mouth were well balanced. They 
said Nobunaga Oda use it at his tea ceremony.

Wari Koudai ( Cut Based )

It wad made in Korea around 1400 A.D. Oribe Furuta loves its wild 
form.

Ougon Temmoku ( Golden ) 

Temmoku Chawan made from gold and mimicked Temmoku style. To be 
lighter and not too hot, Hedeyoshi Toyotomi created new type by gilded 
wood.

E-shino ( Drawn Shino )

A kind of  Shino ware with picture. It made from around period of  
Nobunaga Oda in Gifu prefecture (Gifu is a castle town of  Nobunaga).

Mishima Tsutsu ( Mishima Cylinder )

A kind of  Korean Chawan made in Korea around 16 century. Background 
pattern is very unique and said to use for entertaining foreign guest. 

Ido ( Well )

A kind of  Korean Chawan. That base is high and used at mundane scene. 
It have simple and strong taste.

Kohiki ( Powdered )

A kind of  Korean Chawan. It looks powdered because baked with 
scattered white soil all over this Chawan.

Shuko Bunrin ( Shuko Apple ) 
Made in China.  One of  the best  
Meibutsu which Shuko Murata had. 
Bunr in  means "apple"  f rom the 
spherical shape.

Hatsuhana Katatsuki 
( First-Flower Edged-shoulder )

Katatsuki means Edged-shoulder jar. This jar 
is one of the 3 best Katatsuki (Others are 
Nitta and Narashiba). Legend said it was oil jar 
of Yang Guifei. Shogun Yoshimasa Ashikaga 
said "Grace as first flower" and named it.

Uesugi Hyotan ( Uesugi Gourd )

The best among 6 bests gourd shaped jar. It 
was named from the famous owner Daimyo 
Kagekatsu Uesugi. But it was also called 
Ohuchi gourd or Ohtomo gourd because of the 
name of other owners before Uesugi.

Fuji Nasu ( Fuji Eggplant )

One of the 3 bests Nasu (Others are Tsukumo 
and Matsumoto). The majestic mood looked 
like mount Fuji.

Tsutsui Katatsuki ( Tsutsui Edged-shoulder ) 

One of the bests Meibutsu of old Seto style jar. 
It was named from the owner Daimyo Junkei 
Tsutsui. 

Taikai Cha-Ire ( Ocean Jar )

Taikai is wide mouthed tea jar.

Naga Katatsuki ( Long Edged-shoulder ) 

The name itself said the shape.

Maru-tsubo Cha-Ire ( Round Pot Style Jar )

Tea jar looks like round pot.

Ichimonji Katatsuki 
( Straight lined  Edged-shoulder )

Flat shouldered tea jar.

Souji Cha-Ire ( Pair Eared Jar )

Tea jar with ear shaped decorations at opposite 
sides.

Souji Naga Cha-Ire ( Pair Eared  long Jar ) 

Long tea jar with ear shaped decorations at 
opposite sides.

Porcelain bowl for drinking tea.


